Inclusion-exclusion.
Exact formulas :
if n = number of cells then P min (n) = number of polyominoes with n cells inscribed in any rectangle of perimeter 2n+2
(1 " 2z )
Second decomposition :
Corner polyominoes : inscribed polyominoes with min area and one cell in a given corner of the rectangle.
 Polyominoes with min+1 area
Benches :
P is an inscribed polyomino of area min+1 ⇔ P contains exactly one bench
To construct all min+1 polyominoes that contain a given bench B:
2-Complete the bench into a polyomino with area min+1 in two opposite regions; f 1 --f 2 or f 3 --f 4 .
3-Use inclusion-exclusion and remove polyominoes that belong to both diagonals (i.e. hooks).
To obtain all inscribed min+1 polyominoes :
4-sum over all benches B in the rectangle R.
Case 1. The bench B is in a corner.
Proposition. The number g 1 (b,k) of polyominoes of area min+1 inscribed in a bxk rectangle with a bench in any corner of the rectangle is
Case 2. The bench is on one side of the rectangle and not in a corner.
Proposition. The number g 2 (b,k) of polyominoes of area min+1 inscribed in a b×k rectangle with a bench touching exactly one side of the rectangle is
Case 3. The bench touches no side of the rectangle.
Proposition. The number g 3 (b,k) of polyominoes of area min+1 inscribed in a b×k rectangle with a bench touching no side of the rectangle is
Case 4. 2×2 benches. 
Proposition. The number
! p 2"2 ( b,k ) of
polyominoes of area min+1 inscribed in a bxk rectangle with a bench touching no side of the rectangle is
Corollary. For integers n≥4, the number p min+1 (n) of polyominoes of area n inscribed in any rectangle of perimeter 2n is given by 
